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Brief History

The project for the compilation of NUCSSI was initiated by NISCAIR in
1965. The computerization of NUCSSI was taken up in the early 1970s though
the work was carried out manually up to 1971. In 1988, NISCAIR acquired a
PSI Sirus 32 system which gave real impetus to the computerization of
NUCSSI. In the 1990s, access to the database was made available online via a

modem. NISCAIR also produced a CD-ROM version of the NUCSSI database
that covered the holdings information of 425 major libraries in India updated
to 2001. The NUCSSI activity was hampered due to the shortage of staff
between 2002 and 2008 but was revived in July 2008. The NUCSSI database
was mounted on a secure server in February 2009 offering free access to the
users and IP based access to participating libraries.

Scope and Coverage

National Union Catalogue of Scientific Serials in India (NUCSSI) is the first
major indigenous database created at NISCAIR erstwhile INSDOC. It is a
repository of about 266210 holdings data pertaining to over 45632 unique
serial titles held in over 565 libraries of scientific institutions, universities,
R&D units of industrial complexes and higher level institutes (such as the
Indian Institute of Science), and professional institutes in various disciplines
throughout India. All scientific and technical serials covering subjects falling
under the main classes of the Universal Decimal Classification system have
been included.

Kind of Information

The NUCSSI provides tables such as journal title list, holdings, library detail
are present here. Also long list of city name and name of institutions which are
situated under that particular city available here. Here List of journals i.e.
journal titles are available through a clear chart. An example (screen shot) is
given below.

Under a particular journal’s name of the city, name of the institution (s) are
present where the journals are available. Also holdings and last updated date
are present. An example is given below under the title “Abstract Of Selected
Solar Energy Technology”.

Under the list of cities and libraries, the availability of journals also present
chart wise. Some example is given below for clear understanding.
 Library list:

Into a particular library available journals are listed here. e.g.:
Under “Agricultural Engineering Institute” list of journals are:

(This is not a complete list)

 City list:

Under a particular city, member institutions are listed here. e.g.:
Under “Bangalore” list of Institutions are:

(This is not a complete list)

Special Features

 A very good feedback option present here.
 Other related links like Union Catalogue of Indian Universities, Union
Catalogue of Biomedical Serials in India, Union Catalogue of Serials
in Astronomy Libraries available here.
 Users’ choice based search option available here.

Arrangement Pattern

In NUCSSI one can retrieve their information (i.e. availability of journals) of a
particular journal through various options like journal name wise, library wise
and city wise. Under the option “Search Journal” list of journals arranged
alphabetically. e.g.:

Under the option ‘Search Library’ list of libraries/institutions arranged
alphabetically and under a particular library list of journals are also arranged
alphabetically. e.g.:

Under the option ‘Search City’ list of cities are arranged alphabetically. Then
under a particular city list of Institutions or libraries and within an institution
list journals are also arranged alphabetically. e.g.:
Under city Ahmedabad list of
Institutions or libraries and within an
institution list journals are also
arranged alphabetically (which are
available in site).

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Its user friendly interface and powerful search techniques enables easy and
improved access to locate a particular journal and its availability in various
institutional libraries.

 Union Catalogue of Biomedical Serials

(http://indmed.nic.in/trng/unionchap.htm)
 Union Catalogue of Serials in Astronomy Libraries
(http://ncralib.ncra.tifr.res.in/forsa/forsasearchform.php)

 Union Catalogue of Indian Universities
(http://indcat.inflibnet.ac.in/indCat/)
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